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*Science Links Japan* was launched in June 2006 by Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST), a core organization for implementing Japan’s science and technology policy in line with the objectives of the Science and Technology Basic Plan.

JST is the major S&T information dissemination center of Japan.

**JST activities are:**
1. To build and maintain bibliographic and factual databases to construct the foundation of S&T activities.
2. To make and disseminate databases of resources on researchers, research institutions and research resources.
3. To aid the digitization and publication of electronic journals of Japanese academic societies.

In this connection, JST has created and manages Commercial databases called JDream-II: Document retrieval system of academic papers from throughout the world (in Japanese). JST also manages various Free-of-charge databases such as Factual databases of researchers, research institutes, patents, job information for researchers and so on.

*Science Links Japan* is a topically arranged directory of online information resources for science and technology in Japan. Japan's scientific and technical information (STI) scattered across or isolated on the Internet have been collected and categorized under major topics. The Website aims to provide ease of access to Japan's STI for non-Japanese researchers, policy makers and many others who need Japan's STI.

In addition to the English and Chinese site, a French language version is scheduled to be released in March 2008.

- http://sciencelinks.jp (English)
- http://sciencelinks.jp/fr/ (French) (to be released soon)
More than 1,000 sources of Japanese science and technology information introduced by category


Science and technology related commentaries

Opinions; an insight into current scientific issues from journalists or researchers Café Terrace; blogs by non-Japanese who have first hand experiences of life, research, and any other important aspects about Japan

J-EAST (JST English Articles of S&T Database)

Around 1.4 million bibliographic records in English of articles in science, technology and medicine published in Japan

Basic outlines of Japan's science and technology

Japan's S & T Overview; S & T Organization Chart; Japan's Listed S & T Companies; Japan's Universities & Institutes; Research Positions in Japan

The number of Access to Science Links Japan

500,000 ~ 600,000 pageview/month

We welcome your comments and suggestions via sclinks@jst.go.jp or the following Contact Us page: http://sciencelinks.jp/content/view/274/239/